
WAKOL Applicator 90 - Components 

WAKOL Replaceable Nozzle 

Replaceable nozzles available in 200 mm and 400 mm wide and in different 
spreading pattern for use in WAKOL Applicator 90. During a pause the holes 
can be protected by a simple tape to prevent curing of the adhesive. 
Packaging: 5 or 7 nozzles in box. 

 

Charger 

Quick charger unit 110-240 Volt 

Indicator LED’s:  
     Red light: Ready for use 
     Red flashing: Battery is overheated, too cold  or defective   
     Green light: Full battery 
     Green flashing: Battery charging 

Adhesive Barrel 

The Adhesive Barrel is designed for Wakol Wood Flooring Adhesive in  
tubular bags with a 88 mm diameter.  

Drive 

Adhesive application through the electric drive without any special effort.  
The drive is fastened to Adhesive. 

Spreader Head 

The Spreader Head is screwed on Adhesive Barrel by hand. Under 
consideration of the parquet width, the Bracket and  
WAKOL Replaceable Nozzle is installed on the Spreader Head. 

Transport Case 

The hard shell case consisting of a foam inlet, WAKOL Applicator 90,  
a Spreader Head, WAKOL Replaceable Nozzle, 200 mm wide, bracket  
in 200 mm wide, a charger with two batteries, two brackets as well as a 
strap. The case is used for storage and transportation of   
WAKOL Applicator 90 with accessories.  

Bracket 

The Bracket consist of 5 mm thick steel. The application width standard width 
can be adjusted by changing the bracket in combination with the  
WAKOL Replaceable Nozzle to a different size.  
Available in 200 mm (standard width) and 414 mm wide. 



WAKOL Applicator 90 - Operation 

Setting Case and Stand 

The loading bay has two parts. They are inserted from the outside of the case 
into matching holes and locked against tilting when they match into the 
bottom lid. 
1. Empty the case, lock it and put it flat on the floor. 
2. Insert the legs of the stand into the holes of the lid and catch the 

counterlock inside. 

Tip: Put a package of Wakol tubular bags on the case – it helps to stabalize 
the case. 

 

Spreader Head: Change of /Install the Bracket with  
WAKOL Replaceable Nozzle 
1. Choose suitable replaceable nozzle according to the width of the 

parquet floor. 
2. Screw on WAKOL Replaceable Nozzle. 
3. Change: Release the fixing screws of the spreader tube, pull of the 

tube and dispose. Remove cured adhesive from the adhesive inlet; 
apply Spreader Head. 

Remark: Liquid remains of adhesive do not necessarily need to be 
removed. 

Loading Wakol  Tubular Bag 
1. Release the rack and pull it on the handle fully back. 
2. Insert a Wakol tubular bag  in the WAKOL Applicator 90 and  

cut off the tip. 
3. Screw on Spreader Head. 
4. Push the rack forward until it hits the end of the sachet. 
5. Take the applicator; Apply adhesive ridges with the applicator 

parallel to the laying direction. 
6. Insert immediately the parquet and press down firmly. 
7. Remove the spreader head and store it on the loading stand’s hooks. 
8. Push the empty skin out with the drive. 

 

Other 

Prepare the used appliacator as follows: Remaining adhesive in the 
adhesive barrel or in the srew connection of the spreader head must 
be removed with WAKOL RT 5960 Cleaning Towels. We recommend 
to let residues of adhesive inside the supply funnel cure and than to 
remove it.  

Please always observe the technical information before processing. 
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